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Place of the Conference

Tbilisi, Georgia
Based on multilateral agreement the international scientific – practical conference “On Modern Problems in Human Rights Protection” will be held in Tbilisi David Aghmashenebeli University on October 10-13, 2011.

Organizers of the conference are: Tbilisi David Aghmashenebeli University (Georgia) and Private Classical University (Ukraine).

Aspirants, doctorants, professors and lawyers engaged in practical activities within various agencies and institutions are welcome to participate.

Founders:

- Ministry of Education and Sciences of Georgia;
- Ministry of Interior of Georgia;
- Ministry of Justice of Georgia;
- Prosecutor’s Office of Georgia;
- Ministry of Education of Ukraine;

Sections of the Conference:

- Crime and criminal Law (Trafficking
- Public Law
- Private Law

Format of the Conference:

- Reports/speeches
- Distance participation (providing electronic reports)

Working Languages: English, Russian
Participation Rules:

Participation applications and reports should be submitted electronically at tdasutdasu@yahoo.com by September 15, 2011.

The organizational board leaves the right to deny the scientific article if this latter does not meet the requirements or topic of the conference, also in the case of registration fee payment invoice. Information regarding participation in the conference will be communicated no later than September 20, 2011.

Conference Almanac

Time for the report – 10 minutes

Requirement: Text of the report should be submitted electronically in Microsoft Word file in Georgian, English and Russian languages. The report should not exceed 7 A4 pages format 210X297, font - Times New Roman, 12pt (For English and Russian languages), AcadNusx 12pt – for Georgian language. Margins –above-2 cm, low–2,5 cm, left –3 cm, right –2cm.

- Deadline for submitting the report - 15.09.2011
- Approval on Participation - 20.09.2011
Modern Problems in Protection of Human Rights

**Topic Overview**

Human Rights protection is one of the important out of ones facing the modern world. It impedes the development of the country and what is most scary its target is population. Human right protection is the global, regional and state government level issue. Due to these reasons it relates to everybody and proves to be problem internationally. Building democracy and justice in the country greatly depends on stable protection of persons’ constitutional rights and fundamental freedoms. Violation of human rights creates grounds for destabilization and impedes social and demographic improvements that in the end result creates risks for regional and global security.

Judging by these facts the issue is of great importance and requires comprehensive scientific approach and elaboration of preventive recommendations.

To deal with this problem Tbilisi David Aghmashenebeli University targets on elaboration of complex and effective strategy to prevent violation of human rights. For this purpose Tbilisi David Aghmashenebeli University aims at establishment of international cross university scientific and expertise centre. The first step taken in this direction was establishment of the legal clinic within the University that in its scientific studies and recommendation development phases involves students contributions as well. The functions of the clinic are:

1. Obtaining and analyzing historic materials and surveys from Georgia and worldwide in the field of human rights protection;

2. Studying and analyzing the governmental and nongovernmental decrees, orders and special programs in the field of human rights protection and their implementation throughout the last decade;

3. Surveying experts for developing proposals and recommendations in the field of human rights protection;
   - Studying and generalization of European experience of the field;
   - Based of above analysis elaborating the general preventive actions system and ensuring its implementation.
Organizers: Tbilisi David Aghmashenebeli University (Georgia) and Private Classical University (Ukraine).

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Georgia:
Chair of the Commission: Anzor Sharashenidze (Professor, Doctor of Philosophy)
Deputy Chair: Ia Kharazi (Doctor of Law)
1. Mikheil Gabunia (Doctor of Law)
2. Apolon Gadelia (Doctor of Law)
3. Alexander Javakhishvili (Doctor of Law)
4. Shalva Kurdadze (Doctor of Law)
5. George Loria (Doctor of Law)
6. Shota Papiashvili (Doctor of Law)
7. Revaz Tsintsadze (Doctor of Law)
8. Davit Khobelia (Doctor of Law)
9. George Khunashvili (Doctor of Law)

Ukraine:
Chair of the Commission: Viktor Oganenko (Professor, Doctor of Public Administration)
Deputy Chair: Sergei Petkov (Professor, Doctor of Law)
1. Vitali Bocheluk (Professor, Doctor of Psychology)
2. Tatiana Denisova (Professor, Doctor of Law)
3. Vitali Lukashevich (Professor, Doctor of Law)
4. Ruslana Maksakova (Docent, Doctor of Law)
5. Anton Monaenko (Professor, Doctor of Law)
6. Tatiana Sevastianova (Docent, Candidate of Legal Sciences)
7. Valeri Petkov (Professor, Doctor of Law)
8. Sergei Khripko (Professor, Candidate of Physical and Mathematical Sciences)
9. Peter Khriapinski (Professor, Doctor of Law)
Conference participants will visit historical sights in Tbilisi, Sighnaghi, Mtskheta and Gori

**Tbilisi** - Capital of Georgia is situated on both banks of the river Mtkvari. Population more than 1,090 mln. The city is built on one of the routes of historical Silk Road and has important trade and transit location. According to legend Tbilisi territory was covered with woods. The king Vakhtang I Gorgasali’s falcon allegedly injured a pheasant during the hunt, after which both birds fell into a nearby hot spring and died from burns. Impressed by hot springs and desirable location the King Vakhtang decided to cut down the forest and build a city on the location. The name 'Tbilis'i ('Tbili' means warm in Georgian ) was therefore given to the city because of the area’s numerous sulphuric hot springs.


**Sighnaghi** – ancient town of Georgia. Located on a hill for defense reasons. The city is surrounded by fortress to shelter the population from tribesmen attacks. Nowadays Sighnagi is one of the most beautiful cities of Georgia due to its unique architecture so as its outstanding location: situated on the hill and facing vast Alazani Valley and Caucasus mountains.

**Gori** – located near Tbilisi. The name originated from the hill (“Gora”) on which the ancient fortress is located. Main sights of Gori are: Gori Fortress, Gori Main Cathedral, Theater, historic-ethnographic museum, Stalin and Kamo musums. In suburbs of Gori there is balneological resort Gorijvari, stone city Uflistsikhe and ancient Christian cathedral Ateni Sioni.
For participation please fill in the registration form and send it along with the scientific report and the registration fee payment invoice by August 30, 2011.

**Conference Registration Fee € 50**

Registration fee includes:

- Printing conference materials
- Transfer
- Coffee Break
- Excursions (Around Tbilisi)
- Closing banquet

Organizational Committee will assist guests in hotel selection:

**Banking Requisites:**

Tbilisi David Aghmashenebeli University  
I/C 204393717  
KorStandsartBank  
Account NUmer #4151229  
Code: 220101945

Organizational Committee will assist guests in hotel selection:

**Hotel Bazaleti Lake**

Gulia St. №1  
Tbilisi, Georgia  
Tel: (+995 32) 75 53 66, (+995 32) 37 48 78  
Fax: (+995 32) 75 53 67  
email: info@bazaletilake.ge  
reservation@bazaletilake.ge

**Bazaleti Tourism Complex**

Bazaleti is the Lake of vulcanic origin and has healing features. It is self cleansed with underground waters and its water plants have multiple healing elements. Bazaleti lake is on 900 meters from the sea level and the mixture of mountain air and lake water has spectacular effect. 27 hectares of the complex harmonically join nature and tourism infrastructure.
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